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SharkTeam, a leading blockchain security service team, offers smart contract

audit services for developers. To satisfy the demands of different clients,

thesmart contract audit services provide both manual auditing and automated

auditing.

We implement almost 200 auditing contents that cover four aspects: high-level

language layer, virtual machine layer, blockchain layer, and business

logiclayer, ensuring that smart contracts are completely guaranteed and Safe.
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Reentrancy Attack: Analysis of Visor Finance's Uniswap V3

Liquidity Protocol Hack

The Uniswap V3 liquidity management protocol, Visor Finance, was attacked

with a total loss of about $8.2 million on December 21 at 10:18 p.m.(BJT).

SharkTeam conducted attack analysis and technical analysis on this incident

for the first time,and summarized the security prevention measures. It is hoped

that subsequent blockchain projects can learn from it and build a security

defense line in the blockchain industry.

1. Incident analysis

The attack record is as follows:

(1) Deploy the attack contract

Transaction：0xbe65cb0dd9f4619939cfeb56b3ef3a996e2b028b93fd66443abfa06d6df8e58d

Attack contract: 0x10C509AA9ab291C76c45414e7CdBd375e1D5AcE8

(2) Attack

The attack transaction is:

0x69272d8c84d67d1da2f6425b339192fa472898dce936f24818fda415c1c1ff3f
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The attack detail is as follows:

A reentrancy attack occurred in the deposit function during the attack. The

deposit function is as follows:

The contract invokes the deposit function，the parameters are as follows:

The volume of specified tokens deposited is visrDeposit, the attack contract is

from, and the attacker's account address is to.

Transaction ： 0x27f2210536553392cf180c0b37055b3dc92094a5d585d7d2a51f790c9145e47c

Change the contract's owner to the attack contract.
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Therefore, it can pass the verification of the owner address, Then, when the

attack contract's delegatedTransferERC20 function is invoked, a reentrancy

attack occurs, and the deposit function is performed again with the same

parameters, thereby repeatedly minting 97624975 vVISR share tokens.

(3) Withdraw Token

Transaction：0x6eabef1bf310a1361041d97897c192581cd9870f6a39040cd24d7de2335b4546

195249950 vVISR share tokens were withdrawn by 8812958 VISR.

(4)Token Exchange

Convert VISR to ETH with UniswapV2.

As an example, in the transaction :

0x86d2689eeb9b1dd233e6a9ab62ffa16ecdedff55ea5f6f10571432cf9830d907, 300000 VISR is

exchanged for 32.93 WETH.
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(5)Coin Mixing

The Tornado platform is used for coin mixing.

The loophole in the deposit function called contract verification logic is the

main reason for this attack. To limit the contract calling address, SharkTeam

advises utilizing a whitelist mechanism in the contract.

Reentrancy locks should also be added to key functions in deposit, such as

utilizing openzeppelin's ReentrancyGuard to avoid reentrancy attacks.

2. Safety suggestion

SharkTeam reminds you that please be vigilant when setting foot in blockchain

projects. Try to choose more stable, More secure, public chains, and projects

that have been audited for several rounds, In initiating a transaction. Never put

your assets at risk and become a hacker's ATM.
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